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1. INTRODUCTION
Speaker localization is one of the most important
techniques to achieve natural and intelligent humanrobot interaction (HRI) because robots need to 1)
identify the direction of a talker through the
measurements of the acoustic signals from microphones,
and 2) watch at the position of a talker for notifying that
they are now ready to receive an order or express their
interest in conversation. Moreover, speaker localization
with two-channel microphones is required for humanoid
robots by two reasons; 1) cost reduction and 2)
portability. The cost of stereo input devices is much
cheaper than that of multi-channel analog-to-digital (AD)
devices. Moreover, the market of binaural audition
hardware is economically growing. It can be easily
embedded on PCs, TVs and other ICT devices. Thus, the
development of SL with two microphones is a necessary
for robotics [1].
Speaker localization is usually based on voice
activity detection (VAD) and sound source localization
(SSL). The one of the most popular algorithms for SSL
is the generalized cross-correlation method (GCC) and
its phase transform (PHAT) weighting. It is well known
that GCC-PHAT method performs very well in noise and
reverberation environments [2]. Many robot audition
systems have been developed with GCC-PHAT method
and their performance has generally improved more and
more. However, the following two issues of the
conventional GCC-PHAT method should be considered
and improved: 1) Diffraction of sound wave by the
robot’s head in non-free space. 2) Low performance
around the lateral direction of sound source with one pair
of microphones. In this paper, we describe these two
issues as a problem and address their solutions: 1) The
formula considered the diffraction of sound wave after
assuming that the shape of the robot’s head is a circle. 2)
Applying the maximum likelihood (ML)-based directionof-arrival (DOA) estimator in frequency domain. These
solutions implemented and evaluated with experimental
results in our speaker localization system using twochannel microphone embedded on the SIG-2 Humanoid
robot.
2. DIRECTION-OF-ARRIVAL ESTIMATION
This paper employs a time-frequency domain
approach with a T-point short-time Fourier transform
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(STFT). The received signal from m-th microphone can
be mathematically modeled as
X m ( f , n) = α S ( f , n) + N m ( f , n)
(1)
where Xm(f,n), S(f,n), and Nm(f,n) are f-th elements of
STFTs of measured signal from m-th microphone, sound
source, and uncorrelated additive noise respectively, on
n-th time-frame index. α is an attenuation factor, f∈{0,
fs / T, ···, fs (T-1) / T} is a frequency, fs is the sampling
frequency, and T is the frame size for STFT.
2.1 CONVENTIONAL GCC-PHAT METHOD
GCC-PHAT method to estimate the time difference
of arrival (TDOA) τij between two microphones i and j is
derived [3] by
Rxi x j ( f , n) =

f s ( T −1)/ T



G PHAT ( f , n) X i ( f , n) X *j ( f , n)

e

j 2π f τ

, (2)

f =0

cspij (t , n) = ISTFT [ Rxi x j ( f , n)],

(3)

∧

τ ij (n) = arg max(cspij (t , n))

(4)

t

where
G PHAT ( f , n) =

1
X j ( f , n) X i* ( f , n)

,

(5)

Rxixj is the cross-correlation function, * is the complex
conjugate, cspij is the coefficient of the cross-power
spectrum phase analysis (CSP), t is the time index, and
ISTFT is the inverse short-time Fourier transform.
After TDOA τij is estimated, the sound source
direction is derived from the following equation.
∧

τ ( n)c 180
θ ( n) = sin −1 ( ij
)
d ij fs π
∧

∧

(6)

where θ is an estimated direction of a sound source, dij is
the distance between two microphones, and c is the
sound speed (340.5 m/s, at 15 °C, in air).
2.2 PROBLEM
This conventional DOA estimation using GCCPHAT method has two problems:
1) It has not considered the diffraction of sound
wave when microphones are not located in a free space
such as those in the head of robots or the inside of the ear.
2) It is restricted by the sampling frequency. Since
the maximum value of Equation (3) exists in the time
domain through ISTFT, τij must depends on the sampling
frequency of the signal. For example, if a sampling
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Figure 1. Simplified formula

Figure 2. System flow chart for speaker localization

frequency is 16 kHz, the minimum τij that we can
estimate is limited to 62.5 µsec (1 sec / 16 kHz). In other
words, since the difference between TDOAs coming
from -90 degrees and -80 degrees is less than 62.5 µsec
with 15cm of dij, we cannot distinguish -90 degrees and 80 degrees.
These two problems have a great effect on the DOA
estimation, especially around the lateral direction of a
sound source coming from around ±90 degrees whose
differences are less than the minimum τij.
3. IMPROVEMENT OF SOUND LOCALIZATION
The solutions to the two problems above are as in
the following:
1) Consideration of the diffraction of sound wave.
We applied the maximum delayed distance dmax between
two microphones as dij factor in Equation (6) after
assuming that the shape of the robot’s head is a circle.
Figure 1 shows the formula considered the diffraction of
sound wave with the assumption of the circle shaped
head of a robot and parallel sound incidence.
2) The ML-based DOA estimator in frequency
domain. To solve the problem of unreliable DOA
estimation at the left and right sides of the robot head, we
applied the ML-based DOA estimator in frequency
domain which can be easily derived from Equations (2)(6) with dmax as follows:
f d
f ( T −1)/ T
∧
j 2 π f max
X j ( f , n) X i* ( f , n)
c
T
(7)
θ (n) = arg max 
e
θ
X j ( f , n) X i* ( f , n)
f =0
s

s

where
d ij

θ

(

π + sin(

θ

π )).
(8)
2 180
180
This ML-based DOA estimator can be obtained by
finding the maximum value from scanning expected
degrees θ∈{-π/2, ···, π/2}. Since this DOA estimator is
calculated in frequency domain with the phase transform,
it is able to slip the limitation of sampling frequency in
time domain and have advantage of 1 degree resolution.
d max =

Thus, we employees a statistical model-based VAD
algorithm proposed by Sohn et. al [4], where Λ ( n) is the
likelihood ratio with a threshold as to whether the signal
is voiced or unvoiced.
We tested the applied ML-based DOA estimation
using our speaker localization system of the SIG-2
humanoid robot with air conditioner and personal
computer noise and music. The noise dB was about 61.2.
The male speaker was placed at each locus of 10degrees-unit azimuth from -90 degrees to 90 degrees and
1.5m distance. The speech source occurred 10 times at
each locus for the conventional DOA estimation and the
applied DOA estimation. Figure 3 shows the root mean
square error (RMSE) of the experimental results on 190
occasions (azimuth change: 19 times × speech: 10 times).
We could verify that the applied ML-based DOA
estimation in frequency domain reduces localization
errors in comparison to those of the conventional DOA
estimation.
5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we described two issues of the
conventional DOA estimation based on GCC-PHAT
method and their solutions. To reinforce system faculty
of sound localization, we considered the diffraction of
sound wave by the robot’s head and applied the MLbased DOA estimator in frequency domain.
Experimental results demonstrated that our applied
method is effective and robust in spite of only using two
microphones.
However, we could only localize the azimuth
among ±90 degrees on the SIG-2 humanoid robot. In
near future, we will first solve the problem of the frontback confusion using two microphones with analyzing
the artificial pinna and HRTF for the entire azimuth
localization.
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